6-Hydroxydopamine treatment blocks the effects of chronic monocular paralysis in the cat's lateral geniculate nucleus.
The abnormal patterns of binocular stimulation produced by unilateral eye immobilization (monocular paralysis) alter the physiology of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), shifting the LGN X/Y ratio in such a way that X cells are encountered far less frequently than Y cells. These changes are not observed in cats treated with intraventricular injections of the neurotoxin, 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) during the period of chronic monocular paralysis. Additional experiments indicated that the blockade was not due to any non-specific effects associated with the injection procedures, nor to any direct effects the drug itself may have had on LGN cell recording. These results suggest that the neuronal mechanism mediating the shift in the X/Y ratio produced by monocular paralysis contains elements that are sensitive to 6-OHDA.